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This essay explores the intersections of artist and technologist communities of the 1960s through the lens of commercialization and engagement with the corporate world. It is part of my larger interest in the experiences of engineers and scientists who participated in formal collaborations like Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) and the Art and Technology (A&T) program at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. My larger goal is a consideration of the emergence and maturation of what C.P. Snow in 1963 called the “third culture,” in which hybridized professionals closed traditional gaps separating artists, engineers, and scientists.¹ Most recently, a version of this sentiment has surfaced in calls for a “STEM to STEAM” movement in which art and design are integrated with education in science, technology, and medicine.²

I originally intended this essay as a modest historical intervention. In the 1960s and 1970s, contemporary art critics and theorists writing about the “art and technology” movement (a label that I think is fair, given the scale, scope, and duration of these formal artist-engineer
collaborations) gave very little, if any, consideration to the engineers who contributed time, technical expertise, and sometimes aesthetic input to their artist colleagues. They were, to most observers from the art world, simply “invisible technicians.” While the art and technology movement has received little attention in traditional historiography, the contributions to it by engineers and scientists remain even less examined, with barely any consideration given to their experiences or motivations.

When contemporary art critics responded to the art and technology movement, their focus was primarily the products of artist-engineer collaborations. Here, the view was evaluative, considering whether the art produced was innovative and aesthetically pleasing: that is, whether the artist-engineer/scientist collaboration was “successful” on the basis of what they made. My point is not to condemn this perspective—art critics and theorists, not surprisingly, directed their gaze to the outcome and the object. But fifty years later we are not obliged to take the same approach, and we can expand our frame accordingly. We can instead shift our focus of inquiry to the processes and practices inherent in interdisciplinary efforts like E.A.T’s Pavilion or a journal like Leonardo. The “E” in E.A.T. stood for “experiments.” For example, what if we actually approached artist-engineer collaborations as experiments and adopted ideas from the history of science to treat them thus?

Obviously, historians of science and technology have a good deal of expertise on topics such as the nature of experiment, the “goodness” of research results, and the evaluation of technologies as successes or failures. Starting with these sorts of perspectives, I wish to see how perspectives from the histories of science and technology will contribute to new ways of thinking about the interactions and exchanges between artistic and engineering communities. I’m hoping that this essay might serve as an experiment in its own right—a sounding rocket, if you will—to explore these hybrid practices from a different vantage point and spark discussion about how the histories of technology, art, and science might better inform each other.

SEEING THE INVISIBLE TECHNICIAN

In June 1958, Frank J. Malina, an American living in Paris, requested patent protection for an invention he had made in France. Requesting a patent was nothing new for Malina. As one of the founders of Aerojet, a pioneering aerospace company, and then the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Malina already had his name on several patents. This time, however, Malina’s patent application was not about aerospace but art. Titled “Tableau d’aspect changeant”—the American version read “Lighted, Animated, and Everchanging Picture Arrangement”—it described the use of “illuminated stationary and movable transparent elements” that could “produce a pleasant and always changing composition of shapes and colors.”

A rocket engineer with degrees from Caltech, Malina had lived in Paris since 1947. His Aerojet stock, its value enhanced by Cold War tensions, gave him financial independence. In 1953, he began to transition from engineer to professional artist, a process further catalyzed by McCarthy-era harassment. A sketcher since boyhood, Malina quickly tired of the “nudes, flowers, landscapes, and dead fish” he found in Parisian galleries. In 1955, he began
to experiment with electric light as a medium in conjunction with moving parts to produce electro-kinetic paintings. Eventually, he began to refer to the technique he developed as his “Lumidyne system.” His patent application represents just one of the outcomes of his engineering/art experimentation.

I had long been familiar with Malina’s work as an aerospace engineer. Doubtless, Malina’s earlier career as an engineer had taught him the importance of protecting one’s intellectual property. However, while examining his papers at the Library of Congress, I was startled to discover his attempts to patent his aesthetic experiments. Further archival digging revealed some reasons why he chose this path. At about the same time as he sought patent protection, Malina also launched a start-up company. Electra Lumidyne International was based in Paris. Malina’s goal was to adapt his art system to create displays for shop windows and airport terminals. Despite some interest from General Electric in the early 1960s, the effort didn’t pan out, and Malina closed the company a few years later.³

Moreover, as he was refining what became his Lumidyne system, Malina learned “around 1957” through a friend about the “lumia” works made by the Danish-born artist Thomas Wilfred.⁸ Although he didn’t see have the opportunity to see one of Wilfred’s works until 1959—Malina’s passport was suspended by the State Department for much of the 1950s, rendering him unable to leave France—he could have sought out articles and other descriptions of them. The engineering-as-art techniques Wilfred developed well before World War II startled Malina with their similarity to his own work. Malina eventually learned of Wilfred’s patents, and it’s likely that this furthered his interest in seeking his own intellectual property protection.

Malina’s experiences—this was several years before he founded the seminal art-science-technology journal Leonardo—offer us a one instance of engineers’ engagement with artists during “the long 1960s.” This time period, from roughly 1957 until 1974, coincided with engineers’ growing concerns about the changing nature of their profession and their complicity in helping build the modern technological world, with all of its promise and peril.⁹ The diverse practices reflected in the artist-engineer collaborations of this era, as well as people’s reactions to them, have to be understood in light of this era’s optimism and ambivalence about technology.

A constructive unit of analysis for thinking about the hybrid practices found in artist-engineer collaborations is that of technological communities. By this, I mean an assembly of people larger than a lab group yet smaller than a professional society. Frequently interdisciplinary in its outlook and practice, a technological community is often oriented around a particular project, instrument, or technique. Such communities possess distinct forms of knowledge, expertise, and objectives, be they aesthetic or technical or both.¹⁰ Narrowing the focus further, we can think of artists and engineers forming hybridized techno-aesthetic communities that stabilize, dissolve, or persist over time. My special interest in these techno-aesthetic communities is experiences and motivations of the often-recognized engineers and scientists—what one historian, in a different context, called “invisible technicians”—who were nonetheless essential to the collaboration.
As I began to explore the archives that document formal artist-engineer-scientist collaborations—E.A.T., LACMA's Art and Technology program, and so forth—I started to notice more and more ventures like Frank Malina's—experiments not just in art but in entrepreneurship. Maybe this isn't surprising—why shouldn't artists or musicians try to patent or commercialize their ideas just as engineers do? But these activities suggested a framework in which to consider the intersections of the artists and engineers who made up these techno-aesthetic communities. One way to approach the question of mutual engagement is to be aware of shared practices. Direct engagement with the marketplace as evidenced by commercialization and patenting is one such practice.11

Actors from this period used some curious words to describe these interactions. One term, ominous given the era's thermonuclear threats, alluded to the technological fruits one might gather if the tree of artist-engineer collaborations was shaken—*fallout*. At a speech in 1966, some months before he cofounded E.A.T., Bell Telephone Laboratories engineer Billy Klüver observed that for too long “art has only been interested in the fallout . . . of science and technology.”12 Artists, in other words, had benefited from the research done by engineers and scientists. However, after *9 Evenings: Theatre & Engineering* debuted in October 1966, Klüver reversed the equation. Now he highlighted the “technical ‘fallout’” that artist-engineer collaborations could generate.13 In the words of John R. Pierce, Klüver's boss and a research director of communication sciences at Bell Labs, it was now industry's turn “to gain from the arts.” Pierce noted that artist-engineer collaborations weren't just about burnishing the “public image” of corporations but extended toward imagining “new products.” E.A.T. cofounder and fellow Bell Labs engineer Fred Waldhauer expressed similar thoughts, calling artists an “underdeveloped resource.” The main payoff for industry would be “new ways of looking at and doing things.”14 Likewise, on the West Coast, LACMA curator Maurice Tuchman predicted that “collaborating personnel” (i.e., engineers and other technicians working with artists) could “gain experience directly valuable to the corporation.”15

Another term—*spinoff*—that was part of the vernacular in the 1960s also speaks to the commercialization of the artist-engineer nexus. Popularized as larger corporate entities gave rise to new smaller companies, it soon became associated with the space race. For example, in 1962, NASA's head, James E. Webb, lauded the “spinoff benefits” that the Apollo program would generate for the American economy and society.16 New business enterprises offered one such spinoff. Together, *fallout* and *spinoff*, two linguistic products of the Cold War, reflected some of the aims expressed by the art and technology movement and its supporters. Engineers could help introduce artists to the possibilities, processes, and products of modern industry while the experimental collaborations that resulted might prove profitable.17

This essay considers, using two examples, how the hybrid practices of the art and technology movement encountered the market, produced patents, and catalyzed the creation of new companies. Issues such as industrial sponsorship, funding sources, commercialization, and intellectual property have long engaged the attention of historians of modern science, while art historians have thoroughly investigated questions of patronage. My
metapoint here is that practitioners’ direct engagement with industry and the marketplace offers a useful vehicle for understanding collaborations between artists and engineers in the long 1960s. At the same time, it also suggests a patch of common ground for historians of art and science.

“ALL WE DID WAS SELL A CLOUD . . .”

Both examples explored here have a common origin—E.A.T.’s commitment to building a multimedia experimental art environment for PepsiCo as part of the Expo ’70 fair in Osaka. Better known simply as the Pavilion, this was the apogee of the era’s art and technology movement.\(^\text{18}\) For the Pavilion building itself, Klüver and his E.A.T. colleagues had inherited an architectural design they disliked: a crumpled, false-geodesic dome.\(^\text{19}\) Displeased with its appearance, they felt that the next best alternative was to try to artfully conceal it. To realize the effect of a “pavilion that could disappear,” Klüver turned to Japanese artist Fujiko Nakaya.\(^\text{20}\)

Born in Sapporo, Nakaya was the daughter of Japanese physicist Ukichiro Nakaya. During the mid-twentieth century, the elder Nakaya achieved prominence for his scientific investigations of snow. His research blended careful laboratory experiments in which he made artificial snowflakes with an aesthetic sensibility toward classifying their structure.\(^\text{21}\) His daughter Fujiko came to the United States in the late 1950s to attend Northwestern University. She went on to study at the Sorbonne, where her interest was initially painting—she was especially fond of capturing the look of clouds. Around 1966, she met Klüver when she participated in the 9 Evenings show. For the Osaka exhibition, besides handling logistics and smoothing over Japanese-American interactions, she designed the remarkable fog sculpture that would surround the building.\(^\text{22}\)

For aesthetic as well as safety reasons, Nakaya insisted the fog be generated using pure water instead of some type of chemical.\(^\text{23}\) Producing fog from pure water isn’t easy, however. In nature, fog can occur when the temperature drops until the air is saturated with water and droplets condense. This could be done by dramatically cooling the Pavilion’s roof. Another way to generate fog would be to heat water, which, when surrounded by cooler air, condenses. This is what gives rise to the fog that forms on a cold morning over a warm body of water. Both of these approaches, however, would require huge amounts of energy. But there was a third method. Fog can also be made by atomizing water—basically spraying tiny droplets of water into the atmosphere. In 1969, Nakaya learned of a scientist based near Pasadena who might be able to do this on the scale she wanted.

Thomas R. Mee was born in 1931 and grew up in Louisiana, where he received a bachelor’s degree in physics. After a short stint as a naval aviator, he returned to Louisiana State University in 1957 for an advanced degree in physics. He was especially interested in oceanography and atmospheric science. Three years later, the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory recruited him to work on a variety of projects related to weather modification.\(^\text{24}\) In 1964, he accepted a research position at Meteorological Research Inc., a small company based in nearby Altadena, where he continued investigating ways to modify and control
meteorological phenomena. In 1969, Mee set out to start his own company, initially planning to make niche instrumentation for weather and pollution studies.

For several months in early 1969, Nakaya collected weather data at the Osaka site and carried out fog-generating experiments in Japan. Unsatisfied with her results, in June Nakaya contacted Mee at his brand-new company, Mee Industries Inc. He had never heard of E.A.T. but was “impressed by her knowledge of cloud physics.” Moreover, he had met Nakaya’s father at scientific conferences and was well aware of his snow research.

Mee was initially skeptical about generating enough fog to create an environmental sculpture that would envelop the entire 120-foot diameter Pavilion. But he agreed to experiment with Nakaya on a method to spray pure water under high pressure through very narrow nozzles and produce dense clouds of tiny water droplets. Mee took into consideration Nakaya’s aesthetic preference for a “dense, bubbling out fog . . . [something] to walk in, to feel and smell, and disappear in.” A few months later, she and Mee met again and set up the equipment in his Altadena backyard. The heart of Mee’s system consisted of stainless steel nozzles with openings about 160 microns wide (1 micron is a millionth of a meter). Pumps moved water through the system and kept it compressed at high pressure throughout a network of copper lines. At the tip of each nozzle was a tiny pin that broke up the water into an ultrafine cloud of water particles and created, to Mee and Nakaya’s delight, a large cloud of fog that partially obscured Mee’s house when they first tested it.

Wind-tunnel tests with a scale model of the Pavilion building followed to optimize placement of the system on the building’s roof. In March 1970, Mee met Nakaya in Osaka to help supervise installation of a full-scale system. Ultimately, 2,520 of Mee’s specially crafted nozzles atomizing some eleven thousand gallons of water an hour could enshroud the entire Pavilion in an ever-changing fog sculpture. The pure white fog that Mee’s system generated poured down over the structure’s irregularly angled and faceted roof and out over the fairground A control system allowed Nakaya to vary its density, with wind and humidity further varying the effect.

Nakaya and Mee’s fog became the Pavilion’s most visually striking exterior feature, the “symbolic guide” to the entire concept of the Pavilion. One Pepsi executive observed that the “quietness, the fog around the dome” was “like the cloud that hovers near the top of Fujiyama.” Others more familiar with art history might have drawn comparisons to the mist and clouds commonly found in pre-eighteenth-century Japanese landscape paintings.

Mee had originally planned for his nascent company to make instrumentation for meteorological applications. However, his collaboration with Nakaya and the success of the Osaka system prompted him to think about other directions. The era’s utopian and ecological leanings also drove Mee’s interest in commercializing his fog system. As he told one interviewer in December 1969, “I’m totally involved in this environmental thing now. . . . It opens up a possibility of farming the desert, literally.” Nilo Lindgren, a writer from IEEE Spectrum who was documenting the Pavilion collaboration, asked Mee if he had signed away his patent rights to Pepsi. Mee brushed the concern aside, stating that “all we did was sell a cloud.” Meanwhile, he said, “some attorneys” were exploring whether he had a “pat-
entable product.” After Expo ’70 ended, Mee filed for patent protection to cover an “Environmental Control Method and Apparatus” derived from his Pavilion work. The system, he imagined, had many possible uses. His patent application cited the possibility of using it for agricultural purposes, either for cooling farm areas or for preventing frost, as well as for producing a “visible cloud” that gave a “highly decorative and entertaining effect.”

Artist Nakaya also pursued protection for her intellectual property. In the late 1980s, she applied for a patent in Japan covering a “system/apparatus for making a cloud sculpture from water-fog.” But whereas Mee’s interests were directed toward his commercial interests, Nakaya was more interested in having the patent serve as a record of her experimental techniques. As she later explained, this was an opportunity to describe and define the “seemingly amorphous fog sculpture in the hardest language of law.” She worked with a Japanese scientist and a patent lawyer from Sony to develop language that would express “the structure and physical properties of this visually ephemeral phenomenon.” Unlike Mee, Nakaya never realized any profit from her patent.

Mee’s patents directly resulted from his collaboration with Fujiko Nakaya. In 1971, Mee took his small company public and moved his manufacturing operations from his garage to a larger building in San Gabriel, employing some thirty people. By 1985, sales by Mee Industries were approaching $2 million. After some rough financial times, the company rebounded when Mee’s children took over the business and secured a controlling interest in the firm. Originally providing equipment for environmental applications, the company saw a big expansion in 1997 when the Tennessee Valley Authority decided to install fog systems on its electric power turbines to improve their efficiency. Similar orders followed, and the company expanded into other areas such as providing cooling for data server installations. By 2014, some eighty people worked for the company and sales were over $10 million annually.

Even as his company gradually grew, Thomas Mee continued his collaborations with Nakaya. These interactions continued after his death in 1998. Mee Industries contributed hardware to installations Nakaya designed for sites like the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. More recently, her Fog Bridge was integrated into the new site for the Exploratorium in San Francisco. Although most of the company’s hardware was used for industrial purposes, Nakaya’s environmental sculptures allowed “millions of people around the world to appreciate fog’s natural beauty” and perhaps sense what the many visitors to the Pavilion had once experienced.

“THE VISUAL ART OF THE FUTURE”

Although Klüver and E.A.T. were based in New York City, a good deal of the work that went into making the Pavilion a reality happened in Los Angeles, where there was a strong local E.A.T. chapter. One of its most active members was Elsa M. Garmire. Originally trained at MIT, where she received her doctorate in physics, she moved to California in 1966 for a postdoctoral position at Caltech. Caring for two young children and unimpressed by the school’s treatment of women faculty, Garmire began to consider other career paths. The possibility of using technology “in a non-logical, artistic way” intrigued her, and, in the
summer of 1968 she approached E.A.T. about serving as the “part-time technical director” for the group’s West Coast efforts. Klüver, impressed by her research credentials and enthusiasm, invited her to participate in a panel on art and science at the American Association for the Advancement of Science’s annual meeting. Over the next several months, Garmire also became increasingly involved with E.A.T.’s Pavilion project.

Garmire’s research specialty—like Klüver’s—was laser physics. The first optical laser had been demonstrated only in 1960. Garmire’s adviser at MIT was Charles H. Townes, who shared the 1964 Nobel for research leading to the invention of the laser. When she arrived at Caltech, lasers were still expensive, delicate, laboratory-based devices that required experts to build and operate. Working with lasers in the 1960s was cutting-edge science that had a hint of glamour and a high-tech futuristic sheen. Press releases and newspaper articles about Klüver, for example, often highlighted his field of expertise at Bell Labs. The relative novelty of the laser, Garmire’s position as a woman in a male-dominated field, and the high visibility of her graduate adviser all put her in a unique position circa 1968 when E.A.T.’s involvement with the Pavilion got started.

An active member of the E.A.T. branch in Los Angeles, Garmire organized a “Cybernetic Moon Landing Celebration” in mid-July 1969 at Caltech. In addition to dance performances and multimedia demonstrations, Garmire helped build a “laser wall” in which a low-power argon laser beam was spread out into multiple lines of color that people could walk through. A broader goal of the festival was to directly involve the “industrial community in the collaborative process of art and technology.” A short piece Garmire wrote for her local E.A.T. chapter’s newsletter expresses her thoughts on the relationship between technology and art. “Technological art,” she explained, “is the first step toward eliminating this divinity of technological wonders…. The technological artist approaches and utilizes the incomprehensible for his own ends in ways often irrelevant to the original ‘purpose’ of the device.” Her modification of the laser for artistic purposes was an extension of this idea.

For the Pepsi Pavilion, Garmire’s main contribution was helping design the giant spherical mirror that nestled inside the building’s crumpled exterior. Besides helping oversee its construction and testing in California, she traveled to Japan to oversee its installation. Back in Pasadena, though, she was becoming more interested in lasers as an artistic medium. Initially, Garmire created what she called “lasergrams”—photographs of images made by shining blue and red laser lights through diffraction media. A variation on this was a live laser show she made using a helium-neon laser, which produced a red beam of light, and rotating diffraction wheels. Caltech’s public relations department stirred up attention for her artwork. Unfortunately, the San Fernando earthquake of February 1971 overshadowed Garmire’s opening at a local gallery and also damaged some of her pieces.

However, Garmire’s live laser show—she displayed it at a conference on art and technology at the University of Southern California in May 1970—caught the attention of Ivan Dryer. A Los Angeles–based filmmaker, Dryer was also an “astronomy freak” but one more interested in the “mystiques of space…. not the mechanics of it.” Before moving into the film industry, Dryer also worked as a guide at Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles. After see-
ing Garmire’s presentation, Dryer and his colleague Dale Pelton visited her Caltech lab and filmed the “marvelous shapes and forms” that Garmire’s laser system generated.45

Dryer soon realized that filming Garmire’s laser images was aesthetically inferior to seeing the intensity and purity of their colors in person. In the fall of 1970, he arranged for a live and—to his eyes—captivating demonstration of Garmire’s system, accompanied by classical music, for Griffith staff in the observatory’s planetarium dome. The observatory management—seeing entertainment, not education—was less enchanted. Undaunted, Dryer, Pelton, and Garmire cofounded a company in February 1971 called Laser Images Inc. Riffing on the popularity of planetarium shows, they called their product “Laserium.”46

For the next few years, Dryer and Garmire worked intermittently to perfect their laser show and attract interest. A representative from Spectra-Physics, a Southern California company that made some of the first commercial lasers, loaned them a krypton laser system that could produce multiple colors.47 In June 1973, they invited Griffith Observatory’s new director, William Kaufmann III, to see an improved demonstration. Kaufmann, then in his early thirties, had a more liberal view of what the public might want to see at the observatory, and he arranged for Dryer and McDonald to have access to the planetarium dome.

In mid-November 1973, spurred by Dryer’s appearance on a morning television show, some seven hundred people showed up at Griffith for the debut of what became known simply as Laserium. Classical music and art rock provided the soundtrack for watching multicolor laser images projected in real time on the planetarium’s starry background. For a few dollars, attendees received a stimulating audio and visual experience. For many of them, it was likely the first time they had seen a laser’s light effects. With its multisensory nature, one might compare Laserium to other projects like Stan VanDerBeek’s earlier experiments with his Movie-Drome.48 VanDerBeek had a loose affiliation with E.A.T. and even gave a presentation of his work to artists and engineers in 1968.49 While no evidence in the historical record suggests that Garmire and company were aware of his work, we might think of Laserium and Movie-Drome as parallel attempts to create a multimedia experience for an audience.

After Laserium’s debut, word of mouth helped expand the audience, and, by the time the initial four-week engagement ended, hundreds of people were being turned away for laser shows at Griffith. A year after it opened, Los Angeles’s mayor proclaimed “Laserium month.”50 Around this time, Garmire began shifting her creative energies back to science and left Laser Images Inc. amicably. Before doing this, however, Garmire contributed technical input and imagery to a short film, filled with “hallucinogenic visuals,” that Pelton created called Death of the Red Planet.51 After leaving Caltech and overcoming the sexism young women scientists encountered, Garmire went on to have a very successful scientific career in laser science and physics at the University of Southern California (1974) and then Dartmouth College (1995), eventually becoming a dean of engineering at Dartmouth and president of the Optical Society of America.

By 1977, Dryer’s growing team of live laser performers was putting on shows in more than fifteen cities and Laserium was a registered trademark. After starting with custom-designed
equipment, eventually Dryer and his colleagues based Laserium around a standard system. The details of this are preserved in the patent application Dryer and two colleagues filed in July 1975. It described a “laser light image generator” that can create a “plurality of light images in different colors from a single laser light.” The heart of the system was a one-watt krypton gas laser that would be split by prisms into four colors. Other optics, scanners, and oscillators allowed for rapid image movement, closed linear shapes, Lissajous figures, and so on. An operator sat at a console where she could access the variety of switches and joysticks used play the laser “instrument.” A four-track tape deck had music in stereo as well as audio for the show’s introduction and narration synced to the visuals. For new operators, a “teach track” could help them learn the system and the best timing for performances. The basic format of each show was preprogrammed by the “laserist,” but this person had considerable opportunity to vary and change the tempo and image sequences. Since Laserium shows were live performances, their quality, as well as the audience’s response, depended on the skill and imagination of the system operator.

Laserium represents an extreme form of commercialization that began with Elsa Garmire’s involvement with E.A.T. and her personal desire to connect her scientific research to art and aesthetics. Just as planetarium shows helped popularize astronomy in the twentieth century, Laserium can be interpreted as a public display of laser technology, its roots traceable back to nineteenth-century displays of electricity and electrical effects. Unconventional to be sure, Laserium was not without some aesthetic admirers. One art writer, for example, referred to experiments with laser projection as the “seeds of what will become the high, universally acclaimed visual art of the future.” Given Laserium’s penchant for attracting attendees whose appreciation of choreographed laser light was chemically enhanced, “high” visual art assumes another meaning as well.

After peaking in the late 1970s, when some seventy people worked for the company, Laserium slowly faded in popularity. Often lampooned as the preferred entertainment of potheads and LSD trippers, we can understand Laserium as the somewhat disreputable cousin of the venerable planetarium show. Nonetheless, by 2002, some twenty million people around the world had seen a Laserium show—its run at Griffith lasted some twenty-eight years—and its idiosyncratic blend of music and spectacle had become part of popular culture. Was Laserium art? It’s debatable but not germane to the argument here. While maybe not quite the “technical fallout” that laser scientist Klüver had imagined, Laserium, like Mee’s fog, was a commercially successful result from the productive artist-engineer collaborations of the late 1960s.

IS ART WHAT ARTISTS DO?
Like engineers and scientists, artists in the 1960s struggled to fathom societal changes catalyzed by new, more pervasive, and more powerful technologies. Both communities were repositioning and redefining themselves in the midst of great technological change as well as reevaluating their place in society and their relevance to it. Like their engineering counterparts, they looked to writers like Lewis Mumford, Jacques Ellul, Herbert Marcuse,
C.P. Snow, and Thomas Kuhn for ideas, critiques, and explanations. And, like engineers, artists in the 1960s faced the opportunity and challenge of satisfying new patrons with their work. Corporate sponsors, state arts programs, and the federal government all helped create a “new paradigm” for funding, making, and collecting art.59 E.A.T. and LACMA’s A&T program both stand out as formal efforts to link artists not just to engineers but also to corporate sponsors.

Since the 1980s, historians of science have developed a robust historiography that explores the relationships between scientists, engineers, and the patrons—military, industrial, governmental, and academic—that supported so much of their work. A classic perspective on this relation, familiar to historians of science but perhaps not of art, was formulated by Paul Forman in the 1980s as the Cold War newly intensified. Refined, affirmed, and occasionally challenged by scores of scholars since, Forman’s argument was that the Cold War distorted the very nature of technical and scientific knowledge that researchers produced. Scientists and engineers increasingly oriented their research and projects to conform with the interests of their patrons. As Forman provocatively claimed, scientists lost control of their disciplines, sacrificed autonomy, and made ethical and intellectual compromises.60 Those scientists and engineers who maintained otherwise were self-deluded.61

We can find parallels to this historical interpretation in the contemporaneous negative reactions of art critics to both artist-engineer collaborations and the corporate sponsorship that underwrote the art and technology movement in general.62 Articles in major art magazines excoriated, as one vociferous critic labeled it, the “multimillion dollar art boondoggle” that this “experiment in patronage” had produced.63 While this invective focused specifically on LACMA’s A&T program, it spilled over to stain artist-engineer collaborations in general.

In these critiques, if not outright condemnations, of partnerships underwritten by corporate patrons, one detects a sense that writers lamented a loss of purity on the part of the artist. At the very least, writers like David Antin, Amy Goldin, and Max Kozloff described artists as morally and aesthetically compromised by their encounters with engineers and the corporate world. Kozloff, in the heated language common to the Vietnam protest era, charged artists with not hesitating “to freeload at the trough of that techno-fascism that had inspired them.” Abetted by their engineer collaborators, artists were nothing but “would-be magi, con-men, fledgling technocrats, acting out mad science fiction fantasies.”64 What resulted, in other words, was impure art.

Historians of science have devoted much attention to the question of “pure science”—the illusory idea that certain research might be free of commercial interest, corporate sponsorship, military ties, or even practical applications.65 “Pure science” is primarily an actors’ category, not a fixed historical entity. But, while art critics of the early 1970s were not so naive as to speak of “pure art,” when we look past the florid language, critiques about art and technology around 1971 bear more than a passing resemblance to Forman’s thesis. Just as historians castigated certain forms of Cold War science, critics and artists asked whether art was being diverted from a truer, purer path by corporate patrons and their engineer
employees. Of course, this interpretation is limited by the assumption that there is some natural path that science in its pursuit of Truth, or Art in its pursuit of Beauty, should develop along.

But there were, of course, other ways of reading the evidence that Forman and others used to buttress their Cold War–driven “distortion thesis.” Daniel J. Kevles, then a historian at Caltech, rejected claims that military largesse and patronage had somehow “seduced” researchers. Alliances that new patrons and accommodation of military needs gave scientists expanded opportunities and opened new research paths. Kevles came to the somewhat opaque conclusion that “physics is what physicists do.” Given that artist-engineer collaborations blossomed in the same Cold War environment that yielded missiles, MIRVs, transistors, and Telstar, perhaps we could make the symmetrical claim that “art is what artists and their engineer collaborators did.”

Artists collaborated with engineers and accepted corporate patronage with open eyes; they were neither duped or deluded. Moreover, the partnerships with industry that LACMA and E.A.T. encouraged did offer artists new opportunities and access to new technologies. Instead of thinking about concepts like purity and distortion, maybe one can ask a different question—does the history of a particular technology (such as lasers, computers, artificial fog) matter for how we think about the artistic ends it was used for?

Frank Malina’s short-lived Electra Lumidyne International, Mee Industries, and Laser Images Inc. are just three instances where the intermingling of art and engineering led to the marketplace. Examples like these—and there are many more—offer potentially valuable entry points for exploring the mutual interests that artists and engineers shared. In these commercial activities, we also find the planting of seeds that would flower into a new “third culture” of even more market-minded hybrid artist/technologists in the late 1980s and 1990s. Then and now, the desirable outcomes of fallout and spinoff helped drive art-technology collaborations and inspire the formation of new techno-aesthetic communities.
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